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New Heartbeats
Janet Arms performs Music of Robert Carl & Larry Alan Smith

The Music

”This joyful collaboration has brought together
family, friends and colleagues to celebrate
the music of two dynamic and captivating
composers, each of whose music resonates
deeply with me. Robert and Larry have been
important friends, mentors and colleagues of
mine for the past three decades during which
their creativity and passion have inspired me.
Their individual voices have taken me on a
joyous spiritual journey and I feel privileged to
share their magic with you.” — Janet Arms

Robert Carl writes:
Forms of Floating is one of my very earliest pieces, written in 1981 in
Chicago, originally for my friend Marilyn Bliss, who has remained a great
composer for the instrument and a leading performer of new works for it.
Though juvenilia often is embarrassing, I admit I still find the intense yearning, long line, and breathless rush towards the end invigorating. I think it still
lives up to its title.
Birds and Flowers (1990) is mercurial, hopping from one idea to another,
suddenly breaking concentration on one subject to explore a new delight;
occasionally pausing, dead still, to listen carefully to the space surrounding it. The music was a response to a pair of intimately beautiful mountain
landscapes—the English Cotswolds and New England’s Berkshires—in which
I spent May and June of 1990. The initial sketches were made at the Millay
Colony for the Arts, which is thanked for providing so happy a site for
inspiration.
River’s Bend (2011) emerged from two New England summer visits. The
first was to the home of gardener Ann Uppington in Byfield, Massachusetts,
where Karen McCoy and I stayed while she was installing a new sculpture in
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. The house is on the Parker River, and from its
porch the stream outlines a beautiful “U” curve.
A few weeks later Karen and I were on Maine’s Blue Hill peninsula,
staying in a rental home on the lower Bagaduce River estuary. Again, the
panoramic view outlined almost exactly the same water contour, though this
time it was broad like a bay, and the shape was filled in.

I started to think about how this shape might be realized musically.
The flutes follow the general curve of the “U,” but since it doubles back
slightly on itself on either side, I suggested that by using the second flute to
shadow the first. The music is a series of passes over the curve, each time
growing longer and more detailed, as though one approaches and eventually enters the water. With each pass, the harmony grows more rich, incorporating pitches derived from up to the 27th partial of the overtone series off
the low C of the flute. In its last minute, the process reverses, and returns to
the original quartatonic mode of the opening. I hope the music suggests a
fluidity that is truly “of water.”
The Sonatina for Violin (or Flute) and Piano: “The Dance of Sound and
Space” (2006/08) is a brief essay exploring a world of harmonies I’ve been
wandering through since about 2000. It’s also something of a “woodchip”
from the work bench at which my string quintet was made, the immediately
preceding work, and one with which this one shares some motivic material.
Its three movements explore 1) the demarcation of a field for play, in which
the materials are presented plainly, 2) a delicately rapturous dance of those
materials, and 3) a coda which is a gentle march into a serene oblivion.
The materials are all derived from an overtone series off the low A of the
piano, which in turn generates other series off of its upper partials. As with
many of these pieces I’ve written recently, I find this creates a world of
relations that is complex yet somehow acoustically “grounded.”
The work may be performed with either violin or flute (doubling
piccolo) in the solo part. If the latter, instructions in the score indicate
slight alterations in register inserted for greatest idiomaticity.

The score, written in summer 2006, was revised in August 2008, and is
dedicated to its premiere performer, Katie Lansdale, whose musical energy,
intelligence, and imagination continues to be an inspiration to me. This is
the premiere of the flute version, and I am deeply indebted to Janet Arms
for encouraging me to follow through with its adaptation, as well as her
invaluable advice during the process.
Larry Alan Smith writes:
It was never my intention to write a set of four works for flute that could be
performed as a unit, but that is precisely what developed over a period of
40 years. A flute solo, One Hour to Madness and Joy, was written in 1975 for
flutist Bärli Nugent, and while it was hardly my first work, I do think of it as a
kind of “Opus 1.”
The Trio for Three Flutes, written for flutists Julius Baker, Gary Garner,
and Bradley Garner followed in 1982.
In 2012, Scat for four flutes was written for Janet Arms. This work,
involves alternating speaking and playing. The text? In Italian: Sì, sì,
adesso vediamo. In the dialect of the Abruzzo region: Sci sci mo’ v’demm
(Pronunciation: She she mow vah dame). In English: Yes, yes, now we’ll see.
Finally, in 2015, I wrote a work for two flutes entitled Ti seguo . . . Mi
segui (I follow you . . . You follow me). This work was also written for Janet
Arms, and it was Janet who brought these four disparate works together for
a concert that celebrated my 60th birthday in 2015. Many thanks to Janet
and her three students (in fact, four Hartt alumni) for their artistry!

The Composers
Robert Carl’s music is performed regularly throughout the US and abroad. It
concentrates on solo piano, chamber, orchestral, choral, and electroacoustic
media. Its aim is to create a sense of space that provides the listener with a
feeling of freedom and openness. He has received awards from the National
Endowment for the Arts, Chamber Music America, and the American
Academy of Arts and Letters (the 1998 Charles Ives Fellowship, as well as
a 2106 Arts & Letters Award). Residencies include MacDowell, Yaddo,
UCross, Djerassi, Millay, Bogliasco, Camargo, Copland House, Tokyo Wonder
Site, and Bellagio. He lived in Japan for three months as an Asian Cultural
Council Fellow in 2007. New World Records has released three CDs his
works (music for strings; electroacoustic pieces inspired by Japan; and
large ensemble/orchestral). Upcoming projects for 2020-21 include an
all-orchestral CD performed by the Boston Modern Orchestra Project; and
Harmony, an opera based on the meeting of Charles Ives and Mark Twain,
with libretto by Russell Banks.
He writes regularly on new music in a variety of forums and magazines,
and is the author of Terry Riley’s In C (Oxford University Press). In 2016
Bloomsbury Press released Jonathan Kramer’s posthumous text Postmodern
Music, Postmodern Listening, which Mr. Carl edited. In fall 2020 Bloomsbury
published a book of his essays titled Music Composition in the 21st Century:
A Practical Guide to the New Common Practice.
He is currently chair of Composition at The Hartt School, University of
Hartford.

Larry Alan Smith is a composer, conductor, pianist, educator, arts executive
and poet/writer. Following his New York debut concert, he was praised by
The New York Times as “a young composer of great gifts.” Since that time,
many of today’s outstanding soloists, chamber ensembles and orchestras
have performed and commissioned his music.
Dr. Smith is Professor of Music Composition at The Hartt School of the
University of Hartford, and he is once again serving as the School’s Dean
having previously provided transformative leadership from 1990-97. He
also serves as the curator of the School’s prestigious Richard P. Garmany
Chamber Music Series. Dr. Smith studied in Paris with Nadia Boulanger and
graduated from The Juilliard School as a student of Vincent Persichetti. He
has been on the faculty of The Juilliard School, and he has also served as
the Dean of the School of Music at the North Carolina School of the Arts and
the President of the School of American Ballet in New York City. For more
information, visit www.larryalansmith.com.

The Performers
A charismatic and versatile flutist, Janet Arms is an orchestral, chamber and
solo flutist in New York City. She has been a member of the New York City
Opera orchestra since 1988 and has performed and recorded with the New
York Philharmonic, San Francisco Ballet and Metropolitan Opera. Ms. Arms
also performed with the St. Louis Symphony as guest principal on their US
and European tour, and with the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston,
Tanglewood and on tour. She had a long-standing association with the Bard
Festival Orchestra and the American Symphony Orchestra, and has worked

Photos from left to right:

Janet Arms & John McMurtery;
Jesse Goldberg & Janet Arms;
Shannon Vandzura, Allison Hughes,
Janet Arms & Natalia KaminskaPalarczyk

with the NYC Ballet, American Ballet Theater, New Jersey Symphony,
and on Broadway in The King and I, Finding Neverland and the Radio City
Christmas Spectacular. Janet Arms made her recital debut at Carnegie Hall
as a prizewinner of the Concert Artists International competition while
completing her Master’s degree at Juilliard.
Ms. Arms is a Senior Artist Teacher and Associate Chair of Chamber
Music for Winds and Brass at The Hartt School, and in 2019 was awarded
the Hartford Anchor Award for outstanding and distinguished alumni by the
University. She is also on the faculty of the John J Cali School of Music at
Montclair State University where she plays with fellow faculty members in
the Montclair Woodwind Quintet and on faculty at the Pacific Region International Summer Music Academy—PRISMA—in Powell River, BC where she
has taught every June for the past 17 years. In addition to PRISMA, Janet
Arms has spent several summers in Brazil, teaching and performing with the

faculty of the renowned Festival Eleazar de Carvalho in Fortaleza, and has
performed in the St. George International Music Festival in Greece.
An active performer in commercial recording in New York City, Ms.
Arms can be heard on a number of film documentaries for PBS, including
The Jewish Americans, The Kennedy Years, and The Roosevelt Years, all
scored by Michael Bacon.
Ms. Arms’ chamber music career has included appearances with her
NYC Opera colleagues at Lincoln Center, performances at the Eastern Shore
Chamber Music Festival, the Concordia Chamber Players, the New York
Chamber Soloists, and appearances at PRISMA with her colleagues from the
Chicago Symphony, Orchestre Symphonique de Montreal, LA Philharmonic,
Vancouver Symphony, and Victoria Symphony Orchestra.
Ms. Arms also concertizes throughout the Northeast in collaboration
with guitarist and fellow Hartt faculty member Christopher Ladd as Pandora

Duo. Champions of new music, Pandora Duo is busy recording and working with living composers, and promoting new works for their constantly
expanding repertoire.
Jesse Goldberg is a collaborative pianist, educator, and administrator based
in NYC. In addition to her role as the Assistant Director for Mannes Prep, she
actively performs in the new music and classical scenes, and has collaborated at Carnegie Hall, the German Consulate, the Czech Cultural Center,
the Roxbury Arts Group, the Fisher Center, SUNY Purchase, Juilliard, and in
theaters in Greece and Italy.
John McMurtery is a flutist with the New York City Opera Orchestra, and
has served as guest principal flute of the Chicago Symphony, the Chicago
Lyric Opera, and the Metropolitan Opera. He performs with UpTown Flutes
and Luna Nova. He taught at Western Illinois University prior to his current
appointment as Associate Professor a the University of Nevada-Las Vegas.
Natalia Kaminska-Palarczyk is a freelancer in the greater Los Angeles
area with a passion for music outreach. Currently, she is on the faculty
at Cazadero Music Camp and a Teaching Artist for Harmony Project in
Los Angeles. Natalia holds a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology and Music
Performance from UCLA, and a Master’s in Flute Performance from The
Hartt School.

Allison Hughes is Principal Flutist of the Hartford Independent Chamber
Orchestra and a founding member of the critically acclaimed flute and guitar
ensemble Duo Alterity. She has performed at Carnegie Hall, the DiMenna
Center and has given numerous world premieres. Allison is on the faculty
at Bay Path University, The Hotchkiss School, and The Hartt Community
School.
Shannon Vandzura Is a freelance flutist who performs regularly with the
New York Philharmonic, Albany Symphony, Richmond Symphony and
more. She has been a flute fellow at Tanglewood Music Center and
Spoleto Festival USA. She received her BM at The Hartt School and MM
at Manhattan School of Music.

		 Robert Carl
1 River’s Bend for two flutes (2011)
Janet Arms | John McMurtery, flutes

[7:54]

		 Larry Alan Smith
2	Ti seguo . . . Mi segui (I Follow You . . . You Follow Me)
for two flutes (2015)
[4:19]
		 Janet Arms | Shannon Vandzura, flutes
		 Robert Carl
3 Birds and Flowers for flute and piano (1987)
		 Janet Arms, flute | Jesse Goldberg, piano
		 Larry Alan Smith
4	One Hour to Madness and Joy
for solo flute (1975)
		 Janet Arms, flute
		 Robert Carl
5 Forms of Floating for solo flute (1983)
		 Janet Arms, flute
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[6:39]

[3:31]

		 Larry Alan Smith
		 Trio for Three Flutes (1982)
6 Prelude: Cantabile
7 Allegro vivace con fuoco
		Janet Arms | Allison Hughes |
Natalia Kaminska-Palarczyk, flutes
		
		
8
9
10
		

Robert Carl
Sonatina, “The Dance of Sound and Space” (2006/08)
Marking the Space
[2:06]
Filling the Space
[6:33]
Freeing the Space
[2:29]
Janet Arms, flute | Jesse Goldberg, piano

		 Larry Alan Smith
11 Scat for flute quartet (2012)
[3:38]
		Janet Arms | Shannon Vandzura | Natalia KaminskaPalarczyk | Allison Hughes, flutes

[7:37]
Total Time = 48:19
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